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FLAGSTICK GOLF MAGAZINEFlagstick Golf Magazine is celebrating 25 years of publishing and we continue to grow stronger as a voice in the golf world.  Over two decades of publishing we have continued to evolve in how we deliver our editorial to readers and support the messages of our marketing partners. We are consistently recognized within the industry for our adoption of leading edge technology even before the mass of the market arrives to join us.  Our progressive and extensive use of social media networks  continues to drive our readership levels and as a result, provide significant benefits to our advertisers.  That is also enhanced by making our print publications readily available on a digital platform.  At the same time our following for our print editions continues to thrive.  The depth of our local content and frequency of our issues makes us a trusted resource for all golfers.   We are an integral part of the community golf conversation and that makes our partners part of the story as well.Even as we evolve the way in which our content is delivered to our readers, we have continued to ensure we produce the best possible printed publication as much of our readership still enjoys their golf content delivered in the traditional print fashion.  Flagstick has been devoted to providing a marketing medium that reaches the golf market in this region better than anyone else, with an affordable mix of opportunities for every advertiser, with any budget.  We are not a one dimensional business and because of that we know that marketing with us will work with the right kind of commitment, regardless of your budget.  Full Page Half Page Inside Front Cover Inside Back Cover Outside Back Cover
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Advertising Deadlines & Publishing Dates

Circulation & Distribution

  Spring Edition (Golf Expo)  April Edition May Edition June/July Edition August Edition Fall Edition

 February 19April 8May 13June 17July 15September 2

Mini Profile          $1,000   - full page editorial written by our editorial staffPage Sponsor       $400      - various spots throughout the publicationTitle Page Ad        $500     - available at the bottom of the page 1 title pageDigital Header      $350     - banner ad spot on top of each digital edition page

March 6April 24May 29July 3August 7September 18} All Print AdBookings Include Our Digital Edition
Flagstick Golf Magazine prints and distributes 15,000 copies of each issue throughout Eastern Ontario and Outaouais Region six times annually (Spring, April, May, June/July, August & Fall).  Primary distribution of the publications is to over 175 golf courses throughout the region as well as driving ranges, off-course shops, selected hotels, restaurants  and professional offices.  Each edition is also produced in a digital format and is sent direct to inboxes & through social media.

FLAGSTICK GOLF MAGAZINE



FLAGSTICK.COM

We hear it regularly from readers, the industry, and fellow media members - no Canadian golf media outlet is more engaged with golfers. Through all our channels we engage and listen to our audience, take their questions, and offer expert insight and advice. That includes sharing insights about our marketing partners, helping push their businesses to greater success. 
Interaction

FLAGSTICK.COM is fast becoming one of the primary sources for golfers in Canada to get all their golf information needs whether it be equipment, travel, instruction or news.  Building on the things we have learned about what golfers are looking for in a website, we continue to develop an online source that encompasses the elements of information and communication that should satisfy every golfers needs.  From golf course information to equipment reviews, from what’s happening to what’s going to happen...we have it covered. Content Is KingOne of the things the FLAGSTICK.COM is most proud of is our connection to our golf community.  For close to 25 years we have spent countless hours connecting with golfers at tournaments, events, social media and of course, our website.  We pride ourselves on being leaders in the delivery of content to the thousands of golfers who spend time with us online.  Our content is homegrown, no news feeds...everything we publish comes from our writers and correspondents and is uniquely prepared for FLAGSTICK.COM.

FLAGSTICK.COM

Over 480,000 Users in 2019Over 6.8 Million Page Views ShownUp To 4500 Users Each Day87% Of Web Traffic Is CanadianUsers Spend An Average Of 5 Min/VisitTraffic Supported By 20,000+ Social Media FollowersThe Top 2 In-market Interests Of Readers Are Sports & Travel 

5,000,000Golfers In The  Canada
One of Canada's mostpopular and engagedsources of golf information

Strong UserInteractionsEveryday

Up To 4500Users Each Day!



FLAGSTICK.COM

Website Impression Rates25,000 impressions............................................$60/M ($1500)50,000 impressions............................................$50/M ($2500)75,000 impressions............................................$40/M ($3000)125,000 impressions..........................................$30/M ($3750)150,000 or more impressions......................Contact For Pricing

Banner Ad Positions & DeliveryYour impression based ad program ensures that your banner ad will deliver the number of impressions you purchase.  We can fulfill that impression number, or, if you need the ad to last over an extended length of time, you can add more impressions to meet the needs of your marketing plan. All banner ads will deliver in the four ad slots (Header, Footer, Leaderboard slot 1 and Leaderboard slot 2). If you require only a specific spot keep in mind it will take longer to deliver the impressions by minimizing the number of ad positions you use.

Ad Pop-UpsOne of the most effective ways to get the attention of a website visitor are ad pop-ups.  Ad pop-ups on FLAGSTICK.COM can transition into the page in a number of different ways, have the ability to be one single ad creative or multiple creative in the same campaign and can be linked to whatever URL you would like.  FLAGSTICK.COM ad pop-ups can appear on any page of the site not just the landing page, so however a visitor arrives the pop-up will appear on that page.Ad Pop-Ups.......$600 (displays for one week)

Note - Videos must be provided or link to a YouTube Page.Featured Video.......$350 (displays for one week)
Featured Video ContentIt is no surprise that showing golfer’s your product is a very effective way of marketing it.  What better way to highlight your golf course then by showcasing it on the front page of one the country’s top golf websites.  Positioned on FLAGSTICK.COM’s front page your video will reach more than 2600 visitors each day under our “Featured Video” area The UltimateShowcase Through Video

FLAGSTICK.COM

15,000ImpressionsEach Day.

Over 8 MillionBanner Ad ImpressionsDisplayed in 2019



The secret to this type of digital marketing strategy potentially being more successful is its delivery method.  Rather than the traditional e-blast which goes to a specific sized database. TEETALK uses all the digital marketing options that FLAGSTICK.COM has available to ensure that the message is delivered to the largest audience possible over multiple digital platforms including Twitter, Facebook, Instagram, YouTube & FLAGSTICK.COM.  Of course anyone can send the link to an e-blast through social media and post it to a website, however, very few have the social media presence or website traffic that FLAGSTICK.COM has...period!

Flagstick’s TEETALK e-newsletter has been re-built with exactly that in mind...a content-based marketing tool that encompasses internally generated editorial content that is extremely informative, timely and relevant to the audience including a subtle, non-intrusive ad space that is large enough to include your entire message but small enough to not overpower the content.

Today’s advertiser is always in search of new, complementary options to deliver their marketing message. The digital marketing era hasn’t just arrived, it has begun to take over how we reach customers. But, it is not enough just to simply throw graphic ads into an ad blast and fire it out to a database in hopes that the message is read or received by its intended target audience.  You need to be sure that the customer has a reason to read the email being sent and that your marketing message has an opportunity to get noticed and acted upon.

DIGITAL MARKETING PROGRAMS

TEETALK ‑ DIGITAL MARKETING PROGRAM

The Cost:  Only at $450 Per EditionPublished 3 Times per week
The Reach:  over 20,000Twitter, Facebook, Instagram & Flagstick.com

Up To Date& RelevantContent
EnoughAd SpaceTo EffectivelyDeliver YourMessage

A HigherThan 35% Open Rate



So now that we have established what our Digital Marketing Strategy is you probably want to know how it works.  Below outlines the process we use with each edition of TEETALK to get it and your marketing message in front of potential customers. 
TEETALK ‑ DIGITAL MARKETING PROGRAM
The Process:  1    | Choose Your Edition(s)

5    | Mission Accomplished

2    | We Create Posts & Schedule Delivery
3    | Stick It On The Front Page
4    | Become A Social Buer�y

First things first...you have to choose which edition(s) of TEETALK you want to have your advertising message appear in.  You can then have us build the ads to be displayed at the top and bottom of that edition or submit them as a jpeg, gif or PDF file.
Once we have the creative, we then create a post in the “Special Offers & Deals” section of FLAGSTICK.COM...this is where your advertising message and the supporting creative will be placed for the duration of the campaign and beyond.  The date & time of the promotions visibility is set.  We then schedule that edition of TEETALK to be sent out in conjunction with the release of the posts.
One of the best features of this Digital Marketing Strategy is that once the website post is created for the Special Offers & Deals section of FLAGSTICK.COM, it is then posted on the front page of FLAGSTICK.COM where it remains until the next edition of TEETALK is released...it then drops off the front page naturally based on its post date.  Being positioned within the editorial content on the site’s landing page is an extremely valuable position.
The last step in our Digital Marketing Strategy is reinforcing your marketing message through our social media network.  Flagstick has spent 24 years building a trusted name in the golf industry and a strong social following.  Your edition of TEETALK is now sent to our database of golfers, posted to our Facebook page and tweeted out to our 12k+ followers on Twitter.

PremiumFront PagePositioning
FLAGSTICK.COM BRINGS EVERYTHING GOLF TO YOUR INBOXTEETALK

Posted To ASpecial Page
A Chance To Be Part Of The Conversation

DIGITAL MARKETING PROGRAMS



With the  success of the launch of the TEETALK Digital Marketing Program in 2016 we wanted to have something else to offer our clients that would still take advantage of our TEETALK newsletter but in more of an advertorial fashion.  Our Sponsored Content feature will allow advertisers to use the power of Content Marketing to reach our readers and will remain available to our readers and search engines for an indefinite period of time as regular website content
TEETALK ‑ CONTENT MARKETING PROGRAM

DIGITAL MARKETING PROGRAMS

How Does It Work?  1    | Choose Your Edition
2    | Posted & Inserted
3    | Delivered

Much like our TEETALK sponsorship program...you have to choose which edition of TEETALK you want to have your profile to appear.  With your input our editorial team produces a 300-400 word editorial profile of your golf course or business complete with a photograph that you provide.
After your editorial profile has been approved we post the article and photo to FLAGSTICK.COM and assign it the appropriate category in our site.  Once the post is uploaded we select it as one the four editorial blocks for insertion in the edition of TEETALK that you chose. 
TEETALK is then scheduled to release on either Monday, Wednesday or Friday and your article which links directly to the story on FLAGSTICK.COM where it also appears on the landing page of the site. It will remain there until the next sponsored content block appears, giving it a prime location for a minimum of two days.  It then remains on the site indefinitely.

5    | Mission Accomplished
4    | Socially SpeakingThe last step in our Content Marketing Program is reinforcing your post through our social media network.  Flagstick has spent 24 years building a trusted name in the golf industry and a strong social following.  TEETALK is now sent to our database of golfers, posted to our Facebook page and tweeted out to our 12k+ followers on Twitter.

SponsoredContentEditorialBlock
The Reach:  over 20,000Twitter, Facebook,Instagram & Flagstick.comThe Cost:  Only at $450 Per EditionPublished 3 Times per week



We have a lot more exciting shows, content, and guests planned for 2020 and are looking for marketing partners/sponsors to grow with us.
In just one year we have risen to become the #2 Golf Podcast based in Canada (Chartables, January 2020), with a listener ranking higher than many popular U.S.-based shows who reach here, and a perfect 5.0 on Apple Podcast Reviews.

With a growing audience, continual social media presence, and long episode shelf life, the FLAGSTICK.COM TEETALK also makes for a great platform for marketing partners. Studies show that podcast listeners trust the shows they listen to and are more likely to purchase or seek more information about products or services they hear about through shows. Shows are presented from a Canadian angle and we have an audience that is primarily Canadian 71% and 23% American, although we have had downloads in 52 countries.

In the first year we broadcast 46 weekly shows, averaging an hour in length. Each show covers current events, has a feature interview with a wide range of guests (tour players, amateurs, coaches, celebrities, athletes), has commentary on many golf subjects, and also engages the audience by answering their questions offered up through social media channels. 

Through almost twenty-five years in the golf media, we have developed a deep network of connections and perspectives and use that to create compelling show content. Co-Hosts Scott MacLeod and Stefan Thedorf enhance the content with perspectives from two different generations and golf experiences, to better connect with a wider audience. 

In our constant effort to engage golfers across a variety of mediums, we brought the FLAGSTICK.COM TEETALK Podcast to life in February, 2019. Podcasts have continued to blossom as a leading source of audio entertainment and we wanted to add our voice and expertise to the golf podcast market, particularly in Canada. 

PODCAST MARKETING PROGRAMS

TEETALK ‑ WEEKLY PODCAST

The Cost:  As Low As $35 per EpisodeFor A Episode Segment Sponsorship

Sponsorship Opportunities:  

Twitter, Facebook, Instagram & Flagstick.com

Up To Date& RelevantContent
EnoughAd SpaceTo EffectivelyDeliver YourMessage

A HigherThan 35% Open Rate
6 Episodes (minimum)12 Episodes24 Episodes36 Episodes48 Episodes  

Episode SponsorshipEach Episode Sponsorship includes Brand mention following the lead in for each episode,“This Episode of The TEETALK Podcast is brought to you by...”. It also includes one in-episode product/brand on air ad read as well as various thank you mentions throughout the Episode and at the end of each show. $1500$2400$4200$5400$6000Segment SponsorshipEach segment sponsorship includes a brand mention for that segment “Lesson Tee brought to you by...” followed by an on air ad read as well as a closing brand mention following the segment. Each episode of The TEETALK Podcast is broken into 5 segments: The Week That Was, In-Conversation (Weekly Interview), Birdie or Bogey, Mail Bag & Tip Of The Week. 6 Episodes (minimum)12 Episodes24 Episodes36 Episodes48 Episodes  
$600$1020$1200$1440$1680



Our partnership with Golf Ontario allows us to deliver a quality content marketing program to one of the most pure golf databases in Canada.It’s content will be similar to that of the digital edition but will be fed from the vast amount of golf content created by the FLAGSTICK.COM website, making the information delivery current and extremely relevant. Golf Ontario believes so strongly in this partnership that OntarioGolfNews Digest is also their main direct to inbox communication tool, replacing their previous e-newsletter.

OntarioGolfNews Digest is a twice-weekly newsletter distributed directly to the inboxes of the 25,000 plus people and growing on the Golf Ontario’s database.  Golf Ontario is the largest regional Golf Association in Canada and services over 100,000 golfers every year. Using one or more edition of OntarioGolfNews Digest is a valuable investment in your businesses marketing .  

After three successful seasons of publishing Ontario Golf News as a digital publication we evolved OGN to better meet the demands of both readers and marketing partners with a more frequent publishing model. The members of the Golf Ontario and golfers throughout the province are asking for more information in a format they can consume on a more timely basis. We wanted to be able to deliver that in a format that was also more mobile friendly, reflecting modern trends.

The Cost:  as low as $500 Per Edition
The Reach:  20,000 +Direct To The Inbox of Golf Ontario Members

DIGITAL MARKETING PROGRAMS

GOLFNEWSO N TA R I O

DIGESTOFFICIAL PUBLICATION OF
High Pro�leTop Ad PositionA HigherThan 35% Open Rate
Up To Date& RelevantContent
EnoughAd SpaceTo EffectivelyDeliver YourMessage



FLAGSTICK CONSULTING & DESIGN

FLAGSTICK CONSULTING & DESIGN

The result is a company that provides all the necessary services that any golf business would require to be successful in the industry today.  The golf industry is a highly competitive market and every business has a very unique image requiring a unique approach to market that business.  Our professional staff is highly experienced in every aspect of the industry from marketing and public relations to advertising, social media management and graphic design.   We take you in the direction of success by providing the tools to do it.

Flagstick Consulting and Design was established as a way of helping some of our magazine clients with their marketing initiatives outside of the pages of our own publications.  Early on in the publishing of Flagstick Golf Magazine it became very apparent that many businesses within the golf industry simply did not have the time or resources to spend on their marketing objectives.  This is a huge trap for any business to fall in to so using the Flagstick staff skills and knowledge of the golf industry we branched out into the consulting and design field to lend a helping hand.

Metcalfe GC, Kevin Haime Golf, NGCOA, Stonebridge, Loyalist Country Club, Falcon Ridge, Emerald Links, Cloverdale Links & Anderson Links....plus more!
throughout the region.  From the simplest logo creation to a complex advertising campaign, our vast knowledge of the golf industry is a perfect fit for developing stunning creative for all your marketing requirements.  How you portray your business to the consumer is vital to your success; make sure it is done right.

Here’s How!other times a complete marketing plan is required.  Whatever the needs of your operation our team of professionals can help.  With expertise and training in retailing, merchandising, marketing, golf operations, design, and social media you can be assured of sound and practical advice. 

We Have Helped More Than 40 Golf CoursesIn This Region Improve Their MarketingCall Us To TalkAbout Your Marketingwww.�agstickconsulting.com fcd flagstickconsulting& design



IT’S A SOCIAL WORLDWe connect with golfers. We always have, even when our only communication tool was the pages of our magazine.The golf world is all about community. In a niche sport we are all bonded by our love and passion for the game. No matter where you go conversations with fellow golfers are easy ones.Being that we, the staff, are lifelong golfers we understand. That is why our connection with the golf community is so important to us and why we put in the effort to maintain that bond across many platforms. In doing so we try and stay ahead of the golfer by keeping up on technology trends and ensuring we are delivering our content where the golfers will be.For us, that included our 1st website more than 20 years ago. We then progressed to all forms of online golf communities and social media including Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, Pinterest, YouTube, and Google Hangouts. In ten years on Twitter alone we have sent out more than 50,000 Tweets, including tons of valuable content and thousands of replies to golfers looking for answers on everything from golf course recommendations, travel tips, and golf equipment reviews.In 2019 alone our Tweets received almost 8,000,000 impressions. We are highlyengaged in the golf community and that resonates with our readers - making ustheir established and trusted source for their golf information - including the messages of our marketing partners. 12k+ Followers& 50k Tweets
“Numbers are one way to measure your audience, be it social media or otherwise, but it’s not the only way. Nor should it be. When establishing our own social media network we chose to focus on quality over quantity. Yes, we have a strong audience but it is even more powerful than the number listed because we always strive to develop meaningful and long-lasting relationships. It was built one conversation, one exchange, at a time over many years. We did not in�ate it with contests or other arti�cial methods. Much like you would do with your business we built a rapport with our customers, a  relationship that establishes trust and gives us an audience that is easier to convert when it comes to sales, be it for us or our marketing partners.”  SOCIAL MEDIA IMPACT



A LITTLE BIT OF BRAGGING

WHAT HAS FLAGSTICK DONE?

Flagstick Golf Magazine and its affiliates may be a thriving business but in the last 24 years it has proven to be far more than that. We are heavily involved in the golf community beyond simply providing news coverage of the events within our region and beyond. We strive to support not only the golf community, but our region as a whole through a variety of sponsorships and events we promote, embrace, sponsor, and help to develop each and every year. The community has been kind to us so we try and give back to those who get behind our efforts and enjoy our content. This includes, but is not limited to, thousands of magazines and dozens of prizes that are given by us each year to support worthy charitable tournaments. It also includes heavy involvement in a wide variety of events including: The Flagstick Open This tournament is fast becoming one of the premier Amateur Golf Championships in the province.  Participants in the Flagstick Open have come from as far away as Florida and has included some of the most notable players from the local, regional and Collegiate golf scene.  Contested at the eQuinelle Golf Club since it’s inception seven years ago, the Flagstick Open provides amazing competition at an unbelievable facility.The Metcalfe Charity Classic As presenting sponsor we have helped this tournament raise thousands of dollars for the Osgoode Care Center, a home for the aged in the south end of Ottawa. Ottawa Valley Golf AssociationFor many years we were a key sponsor for the OVGA and their Intersectionals - providing material support as well as revitalizing and establishing new trophies for some of the competitions. Golf Ontario Golf for Kids Program Flagstick was the title and founding sponsor for the Golf Ontario Golf For Kids Program in the Ottawa Valley. Through it we were able to introduce golf to thousands of kids in our schools, helping to grow the game at a grass roots level, specifically to kids who might not be exposed to golf through other channels. Flagstick.com Players Tour The region boasts some of the best Club Professionals in the country and each year these local PGA of Canada Club Professionals tee it up in their own series of tour events. Flagstick.com took on the title sponsorship of this tour in 2011.Kevin Haime Kids To The Course Golf Classic We are a key sponsor to this tournament that provides funding for a junior golf initiative that provides access to golf for the youth of the area. It also generates funding for various programs each year that can range from snowsuit funds to junior ski programs. Mackenzie Tour - PGA Tour Canada Since the late 1990’s we have partnered to produce the official media guide for every Mackenzie Tour - PGA TOUR event held in the region. This has included the Eagle Creek Classic, The Great Waterway Classic, and the National Capital Open to Support Our Troops. We have provided support to the organizers in a number of ways. Ottawa-Gatineau Golf Expo We have been a part of this annual spring golf showcase since it debuted in 1996. Over the years we have not only participated and encouraged attendance by our readers but we have used our resources to support the event in many critical ways. Flagstick Golf Magazine is a magazine for, and about, the golfers of our region and we don't just say that, we prove it in what we do each and every year. Our community is just that, our community, and we support it in any way we can, within our capabilities. 

flagstick.comPlayers Tour
presented by | Flagstick Golf Magazine 

F L A G S T I C K
AMATEURCHAMPIONSHIP



THE TEAM

THE TEAM

The founder of Flagstick Golf Magazine, Jeff is an entrepreneur and marketing specialist. He launched Flagstick Golf Magazine in 1996 and over twenty-three years has turned a small monthly golf magazine serving the Ottawa market into a media giant in the golf industry in Canada. While still producing Flagstick Golf Magazine at a rate of 6 issues a year, the company has grown to include the popular Flagstick.com website, Flagstick Golf Photography, and Flagstick Consulting and Design. More recently Jeff has developed a strong relationship with the Golf Association of Ontario to create OntarioGolfNews.com and a twice weekly e-newsletter...OGN Digest.Prior to beginning the journey with the launch of Flagstick Golf Magazine he was honing his skills in the marketing world by strategically taking the needed steps to build a knowledge base that would ensure his ability to help businesses make sound marketing decisions. At the young age of 17, Jeff was already involved in marketing at a high level as the marketing co-ordinator for the Kingston Area Canadian Tire Stores and assisting in the regional marketing efforts for First Choice Hair Cutters.The educational path was never a question for Jeff, his interest in marketing went all the way back to the beginning of high school when he identified his post-secondary path in marketing at St. Lawrence College before the end of his first semester of grade 9. Upon graduation of High School he attended St. Lawrence College in Kingston, Ontario and completed the Advertising and Public Relations Program in 1991. The program provided Jeff with extensive skills in Media buying, Advertising Management, Retailing, Marketing, Public Relations, Production and Graphic Design. During his time at St. Lawrence College, Jeff was involved heavily in the redevelopment and production of the school’s newspaper as well as a major College expansion fundraiser.After College Jeff’s path to Flagstick led him through a position Assistant Marketing Director for the Kingston Centre (Shopping Mall), a marketing co-ordinator’s role with the Gananoque Reporter Newspaper (this is where Flagstick was born) and the role of General Manager at Golfer’s Choice, a retail golf outlet in Kingston.One of the highlights of Jeff’s career as a businessman was his selection in 2011 as one of the top 40 under 40 business people by Ottawa Business Journal.Jeff ’s knowledge of the golf industry, particularly from a marketing perspective, is highly regarded by many. Jeff finds being able to sit down one on one with his FCD clients and helping them develop ways of becoming more efficient and ultimately successful with their marketing efforts very rewarding.He is an Honourary Director of PGA of Ottawa and the Ottawa Valley Golf Association(OVGA), a former Director of the OVGA, a member of the Golf Journalists Association of Canada, a husband and a father of two young boys who love the game almost as much he does.Philosophy: “Truly being successful is not just about how well my own business is doing but how much I have been able to use what I know to help others be successful too.”

Jeff Bauder | President & Publisher



THE TEAM

THE TEAM

He went on to graduate with a Certificate in Golf Operations from Wilfrid Laurier University as well as a Graduate Studies Diploma in Golf Operations Management from the Golf Management Institute of Canada.. The latter program included a formal golf specific education in Food & Beverage, Business Law, Golf Club Governance, Golf Course Construction, Design & Turf Management, Entrepreneurship, Retail Management, Finance, Human Resources, Marketing Management, and Strategic Management.  As an editorial content specialist and member of the Golf Journalist Association of Canada, he has delivered thousands of stories and photography on all aspects of golf industry for numerous outlets including: Flagstick Golf Magazine, Ontario Golf News, Golf Canada, Globe & Mail, GolfChannel.com, ScoreGolf Magazine, Kingston Whig-Standard, Nepean This Week,Ontario Golf, Renfrew Mercury, EMC News (all 22 papers), Key To Kingston, Kingston This Week, Vancouver Sun, Toronto Sun, Titleist.ca/Titleist.com, Orangeville Banner, Spectacular Golf (Book), and GolfWRX.com. Photography coverage has included PGA Tour, Champions Tour and LPGA Tour events as well as contracted work for golf course properties for FlagstickGolfPhotography.com. Considered a resource for expertise in many areas of the industry, he is constantly striving to grow that knowledge through further certification and educational programs to better assist FCD clientele. Recent training (2015/2016) he has received has included various modules within the PGA of Canada and formal Social Media Marketing through Hootsuite. His is Titleist Certified Golf Club fitting professional, a member of the Golf Historical Society of Canada, a husband, and father to a budding 12 year-old golfer. Philosophy: “I love the golf industry and I enjoy seeing those who want to be involved with it thrive. With the proper education and guidance they can achieve their goals and enjoy the process. Nothing is better than sharing your experience in an effort to help others grow.”  

His first job in the golf industry (age 15) was on a golf course maintenance crew in British Columbia. He has gone on to a career in the industry spanning three decades and involvement in all areas of the game. It has included maintenance, pro shop operations, off-course retail, media and as a golf professional.His formal education was completed at Loyalist College where he pursued Health & Recreation Studies. It encompassed courses ranging from Sports & Event Marketing, to Finance, Group Dynamics, Organizational Practices, and Sports Psychology.
He joined the company on a freelance basis in 1996 (he co-owned a golf retail store at the time) and full time in 2000. He oversees all the content for Flagstick Golf Magazine, Ontario Golf News and their associated websites and social media platforms.The Associate Publisher and Editorial Director for the Bauder Media Group. His is a self-described golf education advocate and Class A Member of the PGA of Canada.  Sco MacLeod | Associate Publisher



THE TEAM

THE TEAMHis knowledge of the game of golf has benefited both he and Flagstick Golf Magazine. Joe is also the historian for the OVGA as well as the PGA of Ottawa and has written a history of the Rivermead Golf Club and is presently finalizing a book on the 100th years of the Mississippi Golf Club. He is an Honorary Director of the PGA of Ottawa. 
In the past few years, Joe became interested in the history of the game of golf especially in the Ottawa area. This interest has led him to the Golf Historical Society of Canada. He is the editor for their quarterly newsletter and plays with century-old hickory shaft clubs. Apparently, Joe's wife is also a hickory aficionado as she is a two-time Ladies Eastern Canada Hickory Champion.
Joe has been married to his better half and best friend Paula for 45 years. They have two married daughters (Tania & Doug Bonfield and Leah & Rob Champagne) and two grand-daughters Kaiya and Avery. Joe, at different times, wrote a column, covered a few events and helped with delivery for FGM while holding down a full-time job.It was during his time with the Ottawa Valley Golf Association that Joe was introduced to Jeff Bauder, President/Group Publisher of Flagstick Golf Magazine when Jeff came to Ottawa to pitch his idea for a golf magazine to the OVGA Board. 
Joe was introduced to Gord Scott at an OVGA event and was asked to come out and volunteer at tournaments. This led to him eventually becoming a Director of the OVGA serving as a Director at Large (1987-88) / Tournament Director (1989-91 / 1996-99) / Vice-President (1992) / President (1993-94) and Immediate Past President (1995-96).

Joe's involvement in golf wasn't until 1971 when he entered a golf tournament being run by the Health Department at the Gatineau Golf Club. Having never swung a golf club, Joe picked up a partial set of clubs and went to Harry Mulligan for a lesson. Mr. Mulligan emphasized the overlap grip and worked on a swing that Joe still uses today.As many before him, Joe was immediately hooked on the game. He became an adequate player with a single-digit handicap with his best score of 68 on the old nine-hole golf course at Kanata. He three-putted the 18th hole on that momentous occasion. Joe played a number of years as a green fee player and eventually became a member at Poplar Grove, Gatineau, Kanata, Glen Mar and Mississippi golf clubs. One thing about Joe; when he is a member, he is always willing to volunteer his services.

Joe McLean is the elder statesman at Flagstick Golf Magazine (FGM) and covers many of the amateur and professional golf tournaments in Eastern Ontario and Western Quebec as well as writing travel stories along with personal and course profiles.In 2001 after thirty-one years of service with the Ottawa Carleton Health Department as a public health inspector, Joe came on board with FGM. He brought with him a long experience in the sports world outside of his career. He has been involved in sports throughout his life and has also taken an interest in the rules of many sports leading to terms of baseball umpiring, basketball refereeing and golf officiating. Joe worked the score table at the Montreal Olympics in 1976 including the gold medal game.

Joe McLean | Assistant Editorial Director
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